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Above left: Jeffrey Tambor, award-winning star of stage, film, and
television, will be the keynote speaker at this year’s Inaugural
Event, scheduled for Thursday, Sept. 17, at Temple El Emeth. See
story on page 4.
Above right: Louise Shultz presents a certificate honoring past TriCounty Hadassah chapter president Hope Bard at the organization’s
annual donor luncheon. See story on page 10.
Above: Lily Weiss “The Double-trapeze Dynamo” performs
at the Circus of the Kids, a Camp JCC summer program. (See
story, page 20)

Lower left: Before moving to Chicago, Joy Elder will be honored at a
farewell lunch on Aug. 14 at noon in the Jewish Community Center.
For reservations — which are required — call Nancy Sentelik at
330 746-3251. There is no charge for the event.
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Commentary

The Iran deal: a pivotal moment for the American Jewish community
By Bonnie Deutsch Burdman
JCRC Director
By many accounts, July 14, 2015, was
a turning point in history. The reactions
to the announcement that morning by
President Obama of a nuclear deal with
Iran were loud, swift, and all over the
map.
Iran is one of the world’s worst state
sponsors of terrorism, the most significant destabilizing factor in the Middle
East, and a world leader in promoting
anti-Israel and anti-Semitic hatred. As
such, we have always considered the
prospect of a nuclear Iran as a matter
of the gravest concern and utmost urgency.
For nearly the past decade, our JCRC
has joined with the organized American
Jewish community in advocacy for a final resolution with Iran that would result in that country’s complete inability
to obtain or develop a nuclear weapon.
Before assessing the American Jewish community’s reactions to the deal,
one that has been condemned in Israel
both by the Netanyahu government as
well as the key opposition leaders in a
rare showing of multi-party unity, it is
important to understand the basic parameters of the agreement.
On July 14, the United States, the
United Kingdom, France, Germany,
China, and Russia, completed with Iran
what is known as the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) on Iran’s
nuclear program. The accord will provide Iran with relief from a worldwide
economic sanctions regime in exchange

for limits on and monitoring of its nuclear activities.
Six days later, the United Nations Security Council ratified the agreement by
unanimous vote, and the resolution will
take effect after 90 days. On the same
day, the European Union voted to approve the agreement and the U.S. Congress began a 60-day review period to
either approve the deal or to curtail the
President’s capacity to waive legislatively imposed sanctions against Iran that
are currently in place – essentially a rejection of the accord. President Obama
has vowed to veto a Congressional vote
to reject the deal. Congress could then
override the veto with a two-thirds vote
in both houses.
The American Jewish community
now finds itself in a challenging position because of the wide range of
opinions on the agreement within the
Jewish world. And the debate on this
matter has unleashed a firestorm of
partisan rhetoric with Israel and the
American Jewish community caught
right in the middle. We have always
worked diligently to avoid a situation
precisely like this, when advocacy on
behalf of Israel becomes anything but
bipartisan.
Supporters of the deal assert that its
terms severely limit Iran’s ability to enrich uranium which could lead to the
creation of a nuclear weapon and also
establish mechanisms to reinstitute
the sanctions if Iran does not meet its
obligations (the so-called “snap-back”
provisions). Proponents further assert
that without this agreement, which

brings the once secret enrichment program into the daylight, Iran would have
been able to develop a bomb much
more quickly and with more dire consequences.
Opponents claim that the accord
does not meet any of the administration’s original requirements for a good
deal: most notably, that Iran would
never obtain a nuclear weapon. They
argue that Iran is getting a windfall in
sanctions relief and future revenue for
agreeing to slow down what it was actually prohibited from doing in the first
place (i.e. earlier international agreements prohibited Iran from engaging
in any nuclear research) thereby freeing
up millions of dollars to funnel into its
terrorist activities. And they assert that
once the sanctions regime is lowered,
it will be difficult if not impossible to
snap them back into place, and that the
deal does not allow for anytime, anywhere inspections, thus allowing Iran
opportunities to cheat.
So what is the American Jewish
community saying about the deal?
Organizations on the center-left and
the left, such as JStreet, Ameinu, and
Americans for Peace Now are supporting the administration’s position that
this is an historic agreement and is the
best way to keep Iran from obtaining
nuclear weapons.
Organizations in the center have
joined everyone on the right in the
belief that the deal is flawed and that
Congress should reject it. This group
includes AIPAC, the American Jewish

Committee, and ADL, among others.
More, individual Jewish Federations are
beginning to come out in opposition.
As of this writing, the Federations in
Boston, Miami, Phoenix, Los Angeles,
Houston, and South Palm Beach County have all announced their opposition
to the deal and their intention to lobby
against it, while others, such as the Metrowest (NJ) Federation have stopped
just short of opposition by expressing
“disappointment” in the terms of the accord.
There is yet a third group in the
middle which is supportive of negotiations, but uneasy about the parameters
of the agreement and welcome congressional review and extended debate. Jewish groups in this camp include JFNA,
JCPA, and the Religious Action Center
of Reform Judaism.
And finally, the partisan-by-definition groups, the Republican Jewish Coalition and the National Jewish Democratic Council have staked out firm
positions in line with their parties. Predictably, the RJC has blasted both the
deal and the president, and the NJDC is
supporting the administration and the
terms of the accord.
The Jewish community is in for a
bumpy ride. With no national consensus on the matter, the lobbying on both
sides of the issue will be fierce and potentially uncivil and destructive. Stay
tuned.
What follows below and on pages
11-15 are examples of several of the national agencies’ statements:

Congress urged to scrutinize nuclear agreement
Jewish Federations can be found in
nearly every city in North America, and
our leaders are among the most committed philanthropists in their communities. In just three generations, Jewish Federations across North America
forged one of the top 10 philanthropic
networks on the continent, helped rescue millions of Jewish refugees from
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across the globe, helped to build the
State of Israel, and continue to touch
more Jewish lives than any system in
the world.
That is why we feel it is so important
to speak out on today’s agreement with
Iran. We are hopeful that diplomatic efforts will prevent Iran from developing
nuclear weapons, and we appreciate the

hard work President Obama, Secretary
of State Kerry, and Under Secretary of
State Sherman have put into crafting
this agreement.
At the same time, we are concerned.
Iran’s support for Hezbollah and Hamas,
its human rights violations and its aggressive threats toward neighboring countries—including Israel—make the specter
of a nuclear-armed Iran untenable.
President Barack Obama and his ad-
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ministration have repeatedly said that
any deal with Iran must shut down Iran’s
uranium enrichment pathway to a weapon, cut off all four of Iran’s potential pathways to a bomb, and track Iran’s nuclear
activities with unprecedented transparency and robust inspections throughout
its nuclear supply chain. We agree.
We urge Congress to give this accord its utmost scrutiny.

Commentary continues on pages 11-15
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A Present current local, national and world news of Jewish interest;

August 14 is the deadline for articles and ads for the September 2015 issue.
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Federation

Education a focus
at OT this summer

2015 Inaugural Event

Carrying our legacy to the future
Jeffrey Tambor, a
veteran of film,
television and the
Broadway
stage,
will be the keynote
speaker at the
2015 Inaugural Event
on behalf
of the
Combined
Jewish Appeal.
Sam Shapiro
and Jeff Simon, 2015
General Campaign Co-Chairs have
announced. The program and a dessert reception will be held on Thursday, Sept. 17, at 7 p.m. at Temple El
Emeth,

Tambor, one of the most iconic
and respected character actors of
his generation, and after achieving life-long success by “performing his life,” Jeffrey has much to
teach us.
A man of many talents, Tambor is highly creative, using his
overwhelming love for life and
the lessons learned along the way
as sparks of inspiration for his
seminar-like presentations.
Tambor’s captivating and personal lecture style is a performance in itself as he helps audience members realize and dismiss their greatest fears and perceived limitations that hold them
back in life.
Most people know of Tambor
from his unforgettable roles in
the popular programs, “The Larry Sanders Show” and “Arrested
Development,” as well as in the
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films And Justice for All and Meet
Joe Black. What many people do
not know is that Tambor has been
a teacher for more than 40 years.
More recently, Tambor won a
Critics’ Choice Television Award
and earlier this year won the
Golden Globe award for Best Actor in a Television Series – Musical or Comedy for his work in
Transparent while the show also
won Best Television Series – Musical or Comedy.
Tambor was born and raised
in San Francisco, to Eileen (Salzberg) and Michael Bernard Tambor, a flooring contractor. His
family is Ashkenazi Jewish (from
Hungary and Ukraine).
He studied acting at San Francisco State University and earned
his Bachelors of Arts degree
there. Following his Masters at
Wayne State University, he started building up his résumé in repertory theater.
Invitations will be mailed.
There is no minimum contribution to attend the Event, which
includes a dessert reception,
but advance reservations are requested by Sept. 10, by calling or
emailing Sarah Wilschek at sarahwilschek@jewishyoungstown.
org.
A dinner for major donors will
precede the Event beginning at 5
p.m. also at Temple El Emeth.
For further information, call
the Campaign office at 746-3250
x114. Serving as Co-Chairpersons for the Inaugural Event are
Jeanne Fibus, Doris Tamarkin
and Anita Shapiro.

Ohev Tzedek
Florine Rusnak retires
after 46 years

Selichot – Ohev Tzedek will be
hosting a community Selichot service on Saturday, Sept. 5. The program schedule is as follows:
7 p.m. – Dessert reception
7:30 pm – Movie (TBA)
9 p.m – service
Wednesday, Aug.12 at 7 p.m.
OT Board Meeting
Morning Minyan services are held
each Thursday at 7:30 am.
Shabbat services are held every Saturday at 9:45 am. Rabbi Saul leads a Torah study session after each service.
Rabbi Oresky’s summer adult education classes continue at Ohev Tzedek:
The Mussar class resumed in July.
This is a good time to join even if you
have not previously studied/practiced
Mussar. Please contact the Ohev Tzedek office to join. There is a nominal
fee. The class currently meets Monday
afternoons at 1:30.
Ohev Tzedek’s class in Abraham
Joshua Heschel’s The Sabbath continues
into August. This is a beautiful, potentially transformative book. Those who
do not want to take the entire class (it
began mid-June), feel free to drop in
for individual classes. Rabbi Oresky
is asking that participation in the discussion, be limited to those who have
read the book or the assigned chapter
in advance. Classes are held Tuesday
evenings at 7. A limited number of copies of the book may be purchased at $10
each. Please let Rabbi Oresky know if
you would like to buy one and register
for the class.
The Summer Synagogue Skills Seminar (S4) focuses on expanding lay participation in services and in making the
services more understandable and accessible for all. Participants are learning
Torah and haftara reading, how to lead
a basic set of t’fillot (prayers), and how
to sound the shofar. This class should
serve as an introduction to greater
study and ongoing learning and lead
to a rotation of weekly Torah/haftara
readers and lay hazzanim. The class
meets on Thursday evenings at 7 p.m.
Please contact the office to register.
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In 1969, when her son Jeffrey was in
kindergarten, Florine Rusnak began her
career at Ohev Tzedek — just to help out
Annie Yutkin, of blessed memory, who
was running the office at the time.
Ten rabbis and 46 years later, Florine
remembers the excitement of the celebration when the congregation burned
its mortgage. She recalls the Broadway
shows Ohev Tzedek produced to community acclaim and the bingo games for
which 75-80 percent of the membership
volunteered.
Florine says that over the years the
congregation developed a closeness regardless of age. “The synagogue was our
country club,” she says. “You went to
services and you went out together.”
After World War II, Jewish families
with young children began moving to
Boardman. They needed a synagogue
and the religious leadership to achieve
that. Florine says, “It was so important
that the children would get a Jewish education and that the Temple would be
there when they needed it.” She says that
at one time, there were 150 kids in the
religious school.
At a retirement brunch held in Florine’s honor, former Ohev Tzedek President Barry Davis recalled that Florine
had been his fourth grade Sunday school
teacher. “She was so patient,” Mr. Davis
recalled. “I remember her having the biggest influence on my Jewish education.”
Having grown up in the area,
Florine’s knowledge of the greater
(Continued on page 22)
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El Emeth
ing to put the pieces of the past together.
Keep track of family
history
I know
this must be pretty boring

By Marylou Finesilver

An hour ago, I sat down
to start my column. I
realize that this is only
July 8 and this isn’t due
until July 15. But my
beautiful granddaughter Katie is arriving
soon, and I want to be
finished before she arrives.
Two weekends ago, my daughter Diane and I made our pilgrimage to see
some first and second cousins. Usually,
one of our trips was to Johnstown, PA,
to see the youngest and oldest cousins
— both first cousins.
Unfortunately, my cousin Curt died
in May one month after celebrating his
100th birthday, so we had to switch gears
and drive to Columbia, MD, to visit another first cousin and her husband. They
live in their own apartment in a beautiful
retirement facility. Stayed for a gourmet
dinner and then listened to a pianist play
Gershwin. We were joined for dinner by
our second cousins from the Philadelphia area. I should have mentioned that I
am one of six remaining first cousins out
of 14. I am next to the youngest. Imagine
that! Our topic was family history, and
it was scary because I know more than
most and that isn’t much.
The next morning, we had breakfast
with more cousins and then took ourselves to Harrisburg, PA. There, much to
our delight, we were greeted with a great
lunch by more second cousins. We talked for a while, reminiscing of course,
and then off to see a first cousin where
she lives in a nursing home. We had fun
talking in the outdoor gazebo, again try-

to all of you, so why did I write it, well
I’ll tell you. A couple of the cousins are
trying to put a family tree together and
have been using Ancestry.com to get additional information.
My sister, Raysa, was big on family history. Sadly, when she died, we
could not find the videos she did of my
mother and an aunt, and I can’t find the
cassettes that were made. I have to keep
looking. Those are here somewhere.
Now the younger generation wants to
meet with the other cousins in a reunion
next year in Harrisburg. We just have to
get on the stick, make phone calls, send
emails and see if we can find the others
once and twice removed. Should be interesting.
I’ve said it before and I say it again,
if you are able, start asking questions of
your older relatives before it is too late.
History can be amazing.
Sisterhood is hard at work getting
ready for fall programing. Put it on your
calendar: the first formal meeting with
be Oct. 13 with an open board meeting
at 10:45 a.m. and then lunch at noon.
We will have more information soon on
programming, etc. We will let you know.
If you have any special events, special
anniversaries, birthdays or weddings,
etc., please let Holly Small know. Don’t
forget the Giant Eagle gift cards that
you can purchase at the Temple or at the
meetings. Remember it is always nice
to remember your loved ones through
gifts to the Mitzvah Fund, Flower Fund
and Nachas Fund, which is a fund that
supports holiday gifts, prizes, etc for our
Temple children.
Until we speak again, Shalom.

Outdoor Klezmer Shabbat
Eighty-five people attended a
Klezmer outdoor Shabbat on Friday,
July 10 held at the home of Sam and
Terry Roth.
Klezmer musicians from Cleveland,
— acclaimed violinist Steven Greenman, singer Lori Cahan-Simon and
Walt Mahovlich playing the accordion
and clarinet — are shown at left with
Rabbi Schonberger charmed those attending with beautiful Klezmer style
renditions of the Shabbat evening service prayers.
The Roths hosted a light supper following the service.

El Emeth scheduling special events
Join the El Emeth congregation for a
“Rock Shabbat” on Friday evening, Aug.
14 at 6:30 p.m. at the Synagogue. Dr.
Mark Perlman has arranged the music
of the Shabbat evening prayers to the
tunes of popular music by the Beatles,
Rolling Stones, Eric Clapton, the Grateful Dead, Bob Dylan, Peter, Paul and
Mary, Elvis and more.
The service will feature live music by
Dr. Randy Goldberg, Daniel Shapira,
Sam Miller, and Barry Wagner with vocals by Monique and Phillipe Westreich
and Mark Perlman. An Oneg Shabbat of
appetizers and desserts will follow. Reservations would be appreciated to the
Temple office at 330-759-1429 by Aug.
12.
“Minyan and a Meal” will take place
Thursday evening, Aug. 27. Minyan begins at 5:45 p.m. with a light salad-bar
supper following. The program will feature Alan and Eva Cropp and Sherri and
Gary Clayman who will talk about their

recent Jewish Heritage Tour. The group
visited notable Jewish sites in Poland,
the Czech Republic, Austria, and Hungary including the camps of AuschwitzBirkenau and Terezin. For further information and reservations call the El
Emeth office
Plans are underway for El Emeth’s
annual Erev Rosh Hashanah dinner on
Sunday, Sept. 13, catered by Kravitz’s
Deli and its Kol Nidre Dinner on Tuesday, Sept. 22 catered by Jeff Chrystal Catering. Reservation forms will be mailed
to members’ homes or can be obtained
in the Synagogue office. Come to enjoy a
delicious holiday meal with your family
and friends!
Daily Minyan is at 5:45 p.m. including Shabbat afternoons. Friday morning
there is a Minyan at 7 a.m. and Shabbat morning services begin at 9:30 a.m.
Friday evening services are held at 5:45
p.m. in the Temple’s beautiful outdoor
courtyard, weather permitting.
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2016 Spring
Mission to Israel
March 27- April 8, 2016
The Western Galilee region in Israel is known as a microcosm of Israeli
society; not only because of the diverse culture and people (Jews,
Muslims, Christians and Druze) but also for its rich history. In addition
to personal growth and exploration, this mission will also help you
develop a deeper understanding and connection with our Partnership
and our Partnership region.
Following a visit to our Partnership region, the mission will tour the
whole state of Israel and conclude at the Partnership's 20th Anniversary
Celebration in Tel Aviv!

2016 Spring Mission Outline
(Daily details can be found on page 2)
March 28- April 4
* Travel throughout the State of Israel with members of our
Partnership consortium.
* Visit key locations in the Western Galilee: Akko and Matte
Asher.
* Learn about the role our community plays in the Partnership
program, and about the positive impact we have on the region.

MISSION HIGHLIGHTS
VISIT: Israeli high schools, Western Galilee College, old
Akko, Nahariya, Rosh Hanikra, Sheikh Danun Arab Village
INTERACT: Leaders of various community and
professional organizations in Israel

MEET: Israeli teens, IDF lone soldiers, young adults who
made Aliyah to Israel, Druze families in the Western Galilee
CLELEBRATE: Join the rest of the Partnership2Gether
community and celebrate the past 20 years and our
incredible future!
COSTS & APPLICATION
Mission Cost: $4875 + Airfare per person ** ( before subsidies)
• $1875 + Airfare per person double occupancy

( Includes$3,000 per person subsidy for first time mission participants)

• $2875 + Airfare per person double occupancy

April 4- April 7 (4 days and 3 nights)
* Celebrate the past 20 years of the Partnership program in
Tel Aviv.
* Join every other Partnership community and learn about the
differences and relationships each region has and offers.
* Create lasting relationships and connections with Israel and
Partnership friends.

(Includes $2,000 per person subsidy for prior mission participants)

Single Supplement: $2,000
**Suggested minimum $500 increase over 2015 pledge to the 2016 and
2017 Combined Jewish Appeal Campaigns to qualify for subsidy

April 7-8 Depart for home. Travel Safely!

Registration Deadline: October 30, 2015

Mission Includes:
• Most meals ( all breakfasts are included).
• Hotel accommodations for 11 nights.
• Admission fees, transportation, and taxes.
• Touring in a luxurious, air-conditioned bus with
professional guide.
• Daily guide and bus transportation, speakers,
special programs, entrance fees (Not including tips).

For more information:
Sarah Wilschek, Program Coordinator, (330) 746-3250 x 123 or
Andy Lipkin, Executive Vice- President, (330) 746-3250 x 111

CONNECT & MAKE A DIFFERENCE

Join us on Facebook: facebook.com/p2gwgalil

www.westerngalilee.org.il
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PART 1: Central Area

Consortium Trip Includes:
• Hotels: Shtarkman Erna/Western Galilee, Hagoshrim
Kibbutz Hotel/Golan Heights, Inbal/Jerusalem
• Meals: All breakfasts, 6 lunches, 5 dinners (2 free nights/on
your own)
• Daily guide and bus transportation, speakers, special
programs, entrance fees (Not including tips)

March 28-30, Quality Time in Our Partnership
Region, the Western Galilee:
Meet the people in our region and tour the Old City of Akko,
Learn about Kivunim at the Shop For Meaning, visit the Ghetto
Fighters House, Northern Border, and Command Center with
VIP Security Updates.

March 30-31, Discover the Upper Galilee
and the Golan:
Geopolitical tour with Colonel Kobe Marom, see the Golan
Heights, an Olive Oil Factory, Safed, have a Spiritual Kabbalah
experience on Mt. Meron, and visit the Beit Shean Excavation.

April 1-4, Special experiences in Jerusalem,
Tel Aviv & surrounding areas:
Tours include; Jerusalem’s Old City, Hurva Synagogue, Yad
Vashem, recent excavation beneath David’s Tower, Machane
Yehuda Market, Emek Tzurin archaeological experience from
the Temple Mount, Yad La’Kashish, Seam Line Tour, Ayalon
Institute, Palmach Museum, walk Tel Aviv, Masada, Dead Sea,
Moroccan belly dancing, & hear from top-rated Jerusalem
Post and Israel security expert speakers.

PART 2: P2G@20 Partnership

Mega-Event Includes:

• Meals/Events: lunches, one dinner, plus the opening gala
and closing party festivities.
• Daily guides, bus & train transportation, speakers, special
tracks, entrance and program fees, tips, and a group
transfer to the airport upon departure.

Evening of April 4, 2015—Welcome to P2G@20!
At the Opening Gala, meet people from ALL regions of
Partnership to mark our 20-year milestone, come together to
pay tribute to communities and enjoy special speakers.

Tuesday, April 5, Choose Your Track:
Visit Northern Israel
Get out of your Partnership Zone—Part I: Dialogue, learning,
and home hospitality in northern Israel. From Carmiel and
Nahariya all the way to Hadera, explore universal themes that
touch—or can touch—all 46 Partnerships.

Wednesday, April 6, Choose Your Track:
Visit Southern Israel
Get out of your Partnership Zone—Part II: Taking the soul train
to southern Israel. We’ll rent a chartered train to take us south
in the Negev, from Kiryat Gat to Eilat-Eilot. (Those choosing to
go to Eilat will take a flight instead.) During the ride you’ll meet
with beneficiaries of P2G programs, then disembark to explore
inspiring programs that will spark ideas for your Partnership.

Thursday, April 7, P2G Comes to You:
Interactive Hubs & Closing Party
You’ll enjoy one of four themed “hubs,” each including about
six stations that demonstrate the creativity and impact of
various Partnerships. A beit midrash station in each hub will
allow you to learn more about Jewish heritage and culture, and
possibly hear from prominent speakers. At the closing party
we’ll dance and raise our glasses to the next 20 years!

explore

learn

imagine

celebrate

WHAT IS PARTNERSHIP2GETHER?

PARTNERSHIP2GETHER is a program of the Jewish Agency and the Jewish Federations of North America, promoting
people-to-people relationships through cultural, social, medical, educational and economic programs. This Partnership is
between the 12 communities of the Central Area Consortium and Israel’s Western Galilee.
Our Partnership2GETHER Communities: Canton, Dayton, Toledo, Youngstown, Ohio; Indianapolis, Northwest Indiana,
South Bend, Indiana; Louisville, Kentucky; Des Moines, Iowa, Omaha, Nebraska; Austin, Fort Worth, San Antonio, Texas;
and Budapest are linked with the Akko and Matte Asher in the Western Galilee.
Questions? Contact: Sarah Wilschek, SarahWilschek@JewishYoungstown.org or Andy Lipkin, ALipkin@JewishYoungstown.org
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Arts & Culture
Maltz Museum summer programs dispel
baseball myths and celebrate barrier breakers
The remaining weeks of summer at
the Maltz Museum of Jewish Heritage
(2929 Richmond Rd., Beachwood, OH
44122; are filled with short plays, film
screenings, expert panels, player appearances, city tours and other programming related to baseball’s role in society
and place in our hearts. Admission to
these events includes Chasing Dreams:
Baseball & Becoming American, an
interactive, artifact-filled 4,000-squarefoot exhibition on view through Sept.
7 exploring how issues around identity
and community have played out on the
field.

The Best They Can Be: The
Cleveland Indians of 1920

Wednesday, Aug. 12, 7 p.m. - $12; $6
Maltz Museum, SABR & Wahoo Club
Members

• Striking Out the Babe by Charlie
Peters

A Special Tribute to Al Rosen
Wednesday, Aug. 19, 6:30 p.m. - $12;
$6 Maltz Museum, SABR & Wahoo Club
Members
Join us for an evening celebrating
Cleveland Indians 1953 MVP, Al Rosen,
with a special screening of Beating the
Odds: The Al Rosen Story followed by
a panel discussion featuring knowledgeable experts that include Bob DiBiasio,
senior. vice president public affairs,
Cleveland Indians; Bill Levy, filmmaker, Beating the Odds; Les Levine, host,
“More Sports & Les Levine”; and Morris
Eckhouse, administrator, Baseball Heritage Museum.

Chasing Dreams: Baseball &
In 1920, Cleveland won the World Se- Becoming American

ries in spectacular style after several dismal
years in the baseball wilderness. Join Scott
Longert, author of Addie Joss: King of the
Pitchers and The Best They Could Be: The
Cleveland Indians 1916-1920 for a look back
at this victorious time.

The Baseball Plays:
Seventh Inning Stretch
Sunday, Aug. 16, 2 p.m. at the Baseball Heritage Museum at League Park
(East 66th and Lexington, Cleveland) Free
Celebrate the boys and girls of summer with a series of short plays by Jewish Interplay Theatre, ranging from the
sublime to the ridiculous, by some of
America’s top playwrights:
• Fantasy League by Lee Blessing
• The Save by Dano Madden
• Some Kind of Catch by Karen Hartman

JCC gallery features local artist

On view through Sept. 7 at the Maltz
Museum of Jewish Heritage) With its
legends and myths, its struggles and
triumphs, baseball has been a reflection of American society for generation.
Explore how values, identity and race
have played out in our national pastime
through a multimedia exhibition filled
with memorabilia and the stories of
some of the sport’s heavy hitters. Chasing Dreams organized by the National
Museum of American Jewish History
and made possible in part by a major
grant from the National Endowment
of Humanities: Celebrating 50 Years of
Excellence. The exhibition is sponsored
by Cleveland Indians, University Hospital Ahuja Medical Center and The
Treu-Mart Fund. The Maltz Museum
is supported in part by the residents
of Cuyahoga County through a public
grant from Cuyahoga Arts & Culture.

“Silent Communication: Collaborative Interactions of the Subconscious
Mind,” the paintings and drawings of
artist Christopher Duncan will be on
display from Aug. 25 to Oct. 1 in the
Youngstown Area Jewish Federation
Gallery of the Thomases Family Endowment.
An artist reception will take place
on Thursday, Sept. 3 from 5:30 – 7 p.m.
with a brief gallery talk at 6 p.m. and refreshments.
Christopher Duncan was born in
Kilborne, OH and was a creative kid
with a well developed imagination.
At the age of six he underwent an
eye operation. While anesthetized, he
experienced a series of vivid hallucinations, an experience that opened his
consciousness to a whole new realm of
dimension and perception. The consequence of that singular event has continued through his life.
In 1993, Mr. Duncan began construction on a full blown world-class recording studio called New Renaissance

Productions, which he still operates.
In December, 2005, he returned to
the arts and music. Though much of
the last decade was dedicated to music
and recording, Mr. Duncan continued
to do pen and ink drawing and set up
his painting studio to build a new body
of work.
At this point in his journey, Mr. Duncan is once again completely immersed
in creativity; his work and aesthetic has
grown and matured to a level that only a
lifetime of experience can afford.
Last year at the Butler Institute of
American Art 76th Area Artists Annual
Exhibition, his works “Flux” and “The
Gathering” were named best of show.
Community Artworks Regional Art
Exhibit- Second place for one work‘Behind the Veil’
2015:
Butler Institute of American Art 77th
Annual Area Artists- Honorable Mention for ‘Portrait of a Dream’
Butler Institute of American Art 79th
National Midyear Show- ‘Starfield’

Straight to the toppings: Friends of the Maltz Museum host kosher hotdog cookout challenge

Coleslaw? Peanut butter? Peach salsa? Sriracha? The Friends of the Maltz
Museum challenge you to think out-
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side the bun as part of their first-ever
“Straight to the Toppings” Kosher Hotdog Cookout Challenge on Sun., Aug. 9,
12:30 – 3:30 p.m. on the grounds of the
Maltz Museum of Jewish Heritage, 2929
Richmond Road, Beachwood, OH.
The volunteer group invited B’nai Jeshurun Men’s Club, Green Road Synagogue, Happy Dog, M-Cubed, Sudow

Lefkovitz Great Debate, The TempleTifereth Israel and other community
teams to devise clever condiment combinations. Teams will offer their hotdog
dressing recipes to the public who can
either take them as a whole or mix-andmatch to create unique flavorful frankfurters.
“We loved that this family-friendly
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fundraiser complements the Chasing
Dreams: Baseball and Becoming American exhibition now on view at the Museum,” explains Jeff Kaplan, Friends of
the Maltz Museum President. Kosher
dogs will be grilled under the supervision of Friendship Circle and Rabbi
(Continued on page 16)
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A ‘lifeline’ for senior citizens made of paper mâché
By Deborah Fineblum Schabb
JNS.org
Have you ever heard of a lifeline
made from paper mâché? Or from silk,
clay, paper, wood, or metal? It’s through
working with those materials that 300
of Jerusalem’s senior citizens have been,
literally, pulled back to life. But many
of the thousands who buy the resulting
creations each year have absolutely no
idea of the mitzvah they are performing
with every purchase.
Ask 78-year-old Avraham Rojstaczer
what he does, and the Argentina native’s
answer comes back fast.
“Paper mâché,” he says with a grin,
as he proudly demonstrates how he
mixes it every day. Rojstaczer has been
performing this key function for the
Lifeline for the Old (Yad LaKashish in
Hebrew) organization for more than six
years — his batches of seemingly innocuous goo are destined to become earrings, tzedakah boxes, picture frames,
and much more in a workshop staffed
with “elderly artisans” from around the
world. Soon they are painted and ready,
along with hundreds of other items, for
sale either at the gift shop there at 14
Shivtei Israel Street, a stone’s throw from
Jerusalem’s Old City, or to be shipped
off to synagogues and Judaica shops in
Israel, North America, and England, or
directly to customers around the world.
Paper mâché is a specialty here (you
can see the whole Lifeline lineup at
shop.lifeline.org.il), but so is silk painting along with hand-crafted toys, embroidered tallit bags, brass candlesticks
and menorahs, sports-themed yarmulkes, beaded jewelry, baby sweaters and
mobiles, ceramic mezuzah cases, and
book-binding.
In fact, it was the humble art of book
repairs that got Lifeline off the ground
more than a half-century ago. Concerned about Jerusalem senior citizens
she met who were both poor and isolated, Jerusalem teacher Myriam Mendilow was equally disturbed by her students’ view of the elderly as dependent,
useless, and basically irrelevant. And
so, in 1963, when the State of Israel was
only 14 years old and employment was
scarce, Mendilow opened a tiny book-
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Arts & Culture

JCC Schwartz
Judaica Library

The month of August may be hot,
but there is nothing better than relaxing with an exciting book you may borrow from the JCC library. Come to the
library and check out a few of the new
books or reread some of your favorite
authors.

New Books
Second Person Singular
by Sayed Kashua (Fiction)
All the Light We Cannot See
by Anthony Doerr (Fiction).
The Boys in the Boat: Nine Americans
and the Epic Quest for Gold at the
1936 Berlin Olympics
by Daniel James Brown (C796.48)
Photo/Bonnie Geller/Lifeline for the Old

The senior citizen “artisans” at Lifeline for the Old in Jerusalem, pictured alongside their
workshop materials.
binding workshop and staffed it with
eight elderly men in need of both cash
and something they could take pride
in. Her initial idea: collecting tattered
library books from local schools for the
men to rebind for a modest fee.
The shack where they once rebound
books has grown to a small complex
here on Shivtei Israel Street, with tiny
flowers growing in front of the workshops. Another building has recently
been purchased, and the expansion is
expected to invite even more seniors
into Lifeline employment.
These days, Lifeline connects to its
market online and by giving tours. Each
year, more than 9,000 locals and visitors
to Israel alike get a chance to watch the
artisans at work and to purchase their
creations in the gift shop.
Last summer, Judy Osman of Los
Angeles became part of that statistic.
A first-timer in Israel, she discovered
Lifeline listed in her tour’s itinerary. “It
was a real highlight of my trip to watch
the camaraderie between the artisans
and know that they are living the rest
of their lives here with dignity, purpose,
and respect,” she says.
Among the purchases Osman made
that day was a simple tzedakah box. “It
sits on my kitchen windowsill now and
every time I use it, I am reminded, not

only of its beauty, but of the mitzvah to
give whatever and whenever I can,” she
says.
Still, despite enthusiastic customers
like Osman, Lifeline earns only 20-25
percent of its $1.5 million budget from
sales. The rest of the tab, except for the
less than 2 percent funded by the Israeli
government, is picked up by donors,
most of them Americans. The money
goes for overhead, as well as stipends
and benefits for the 300 artisans on staff.
Says Nava Ein-Mor, Lifeline of the
Old’s executive director for the last 26
years. “The worst disease of the 21st century is social isolation, especially among
the elderly, and even more so for those
who, like our workers, live thousands
of miles from the culture that they understand, often unable to communicate
with those around them, and physically
or emotionally distant from family.”
What Lifeline offers them besides a
monthly stipend, a bus pass, and a hot
lunch, Ein-Mor says, is “community,
stimulation, and a sense of empowerment.”
“Being part of Lifeline, they gain an
image of themselves as someone who
functions in society, who comes to the
center of the city everyday and feels like
part of the city,” she says.
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It Has Arrived!!!
The English Spy, the latest book by
Daniel Silva has finally arrived. To reserve the book, contact the JCC library
and leave a message. A librarian will call
you as soon as it becomes available for
you.

JCC Library Book Club
The next meeting of the book club
will be on Thursday, Aug. 20 at 1:30
p.m. in the library at the JCC. We will
be discussing The Boys in the Boat:
Nine Americans and the Epic Quest
for Gold at the 1936 Berlin Olympics
by Daniel James Brown. If you are interested in joining the group, call Mary
Lou Henneman at the library or contact
her at englishfestival@yahoo.com for
further information.

The Susan Kanterman Memorial
Book Club
The next meeting of the Susan Kanterman Memorial Book Club will be
on Tuesday, Aug. 11 at 7 p.m. at Children of Israel Congregation. They will
discuss Henna House by Nomi Eve. If
you are interested in joining, call Laurel
Chevlen at lchevlen@yahoo.com.

Library Hours at the JCC
9 a.m.-noon
Monday, Wednesday, Friday
9

Hadassah luncheon

Save the Date!

Uplift: A Breast Cancer Awareness Event
September 24, 2015
Jewish Community Center, 5:30 p.m.

Lynn Furness, president of the Central States Region, spoke of advances in medicine being
made at Hadassah Hospital in Jerusalem and the importance of members to these successes.
The Uplift Project is a community outreach program to raise awareness of breast cancer and
empower women to take charge of their health.

The Hadassah United Giving luncheon was held at Congregation Rodef
Sholom by the local chapter, Tri-County
Hadassah, on June 9.

Lynn Furness, president of the Central States Region, explained how member contributions enhanced medical
(Continued on page 16)
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Pain & Symptom Management ● Volunteers
Skilled Nursing • Social Services • Spiritual Support
Youngstown Regional Office
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Commentary
As a nation, we must
get it right absolutely.
July 14, 2015 — New York - The announcement today of a deal between
the P5+1, led by the United States, and
Iran on its nuclear program culminates
intense and difficult negotiations spanning several years.
“President Barack Obama was determined, against all the odds, to see if
such an accord was possible,” said AJC
Executive Director David Harris. “The
dedicated efforts of Secretary of State
John Kerry, joined by Secretary of Energy Ernest Moniz, Under Secretary of
State Wendy Sherman, and other government officials, turned his vision into
a reality.”
“Given the immensely high-stakes
nature of the agreement, its layers of
complexity, the many probing questions that have been asked about it by
experts in the field, including what
happens to Iran’s nuclear program
upon the expiration of the deal, and
the dangerous nature of the regime, it
is now incumbent on the United States
Congress, pursuant to the provisions
of the Iran Nuclear Agreement Review Act of 2015, to thoroughly review,
debate, and, ultimately, vote it up or
down,” Harris added.
“That process should be driven by
one central question: Will the deal enhance the security of the United States,
our allies in the Middle East, and the
world? If so, then it should be supported. If not, then it must be opposed.
This may be the single most important
foreign policy issue of our generation to

J Street welcomes news of the agreement struck today by the United States
and its international partners with Iran
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Deep disappointment after early
assessment of final Iran deal

come before legislators in
Washington.
This agreement ought to be weighed
on its merits only — nothing more,
nothing less.”
The nuclear deal concluded in Vienna does not appear to address other
extremely troubling aspects of Iranian
behavior.
AJC remains deeply concerned
about (i) Iran’s ICBM program, which
cannot be explained except for ominous military purposes; (ii) its repeated calls, including in recent days, for
the annihilation of Israel and “death to
America;” (iii) its direct involvement
in terrorism and support for terrorist
groups, including Hamas and Hezbollah; (iv) its hegemonic ambitions in the
region, from Lebanon to Syria, from
Iraq to Yemen; and (v) its systematic
repression of human rights, as amply
documented in the most recent State
Department report on human rights
around the world.
“However Congress decides to vote
on the nuclear deal,” Harris concluded,
“the need for vigilance regarding Iran
will not for a single moment be diminished. Indeed, with the prospect of the
unfreezing of Iranian assets abroad and
the lifting of sanctions as a result of this
agreement, the flow of funds will grow
substantially, enhancing still further
Iran’s capacity to trample on the values
we cherish and pose profound threats
to our vital partners in the Middle East
and beyond.”

New York, NY,
July 14, 2015 …
The Anti-Defamation League
today expressed serious concern about
shortcomings in the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action announced by President Obama saying the agreement appears to “fall far short” of assuring that
Iran will not become a nuclear weapon
state.
Barry Curtiss-Lusher, ADL National
Chair, and Abraham H. Foxman, ADL
National Director, issued the following
statement:
“We are deeply disappointed by the
terms of the final deal with Iran announced today which seem to fall far
short of the President’s objective of
preventing Iran from becoming a nuclear weapon state. The thrust of the
deal relies substantially on Iran’s good
faith and the ability of the IAEA to effectively carry out its inspection obligations.
While President Obama, Secretary
Kerry, Undersecretary Wendy Sherman and the P5+1 negotiators invested
considerable effort in securing a respite
from the most immediate threat posed
by Iran’s nuclear weapons ambitions,
the JCPOA does not prevent it for the
long term. In 10 years, Iran will be able
to rapidly expand its enrichment capacity.
At best, if Iran fully complies with the
terms of the JCPOA, its nuclear weapons
ambitions will be deferred during the 10
to 15 year term of most restrictions. At
worst, in the view of many highly respect-

ed experts, Iran will continue to clandestinely pursue illicit activities, like weaponization research. At the same time,
serious questions remain about whether
the agreed inspection regime will deter
or catch Iranian cheating. Meanwhile,
the front-end loaded infusion of billions
of dollars in sanctions relief will finance
Iran’s ongoing global campaign of terror
against Israel and other U.S. allies, and be
used to further exert its influence across
the Middle East thereby harming U.S. interests.
All this will likely transpire when
much of the international community considers the Iranian issue resolved and when focus and initiative
to counter Iranian action will have
petered out.
Faced with President Obama’s unequivocal commitment to veto any vote
in Congress disapproving the JCPOA,
the role of Congress is critically important. In the weeks ahead, Congress must
carefully scrutinize this agreement and
weigh the concerns of non-proliferation
experts, assess the national security implications for the U.S. in light of Iran’s
destabilizing and deadly meddling in
conflicts throughout the region and
consider the views of America’s allies
and friends in the region.
Congress and the American people
now move to debate a national security
matter of utmost significance and seriousness. We urge an open and respectful consideration that rejects partisan or
ad hominem attacks on the intent or the
character of proponents on either side
of the issues.

to prevent Iran from developing a nuclear weapon.
The deal is complex and multi-faceted, and it will take some time to analyze all its features. However, from what
we have seen so far and what we have
learned from President Barack Obama
and the negotiators, this agreement appears to accurately reflect the parameters set forth in the April 2 framework.
It also appears to meet the critical
criteria around which a consensus of

U.S. and international non-proliferation
experts has formed for a deal that verifiably blocks each of Iran’s pathways to a
nuclear weapon.
We congratulate President Obama,
Secretary Kerry and the other members
of the P5+1 for having the resolve, determination, patience and persistence
to bring such a difficult negotiation to a
successful conclusion.
It will be important for Congress to
carefully review this agreement on its

merits and at the same time be mindful of the likely consequences of its rejection: a collapse of diplomacy and
international sanctions as Iran pushes
forward with a nuclear program unimpeded.
Following our review of the agreement, we expect to call on Congress to
support the deal as the best — if not only
— means of ensuring that Iran does not
develop nuclear weapons.
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‘The road to hell is
often paved with
good intentions’
World Jewish Congress (WJC) President Ronald S. Lauder voiced strong
skepticism about today’s agreement between Iran and the P5+1 group of countries in Vienna aimed at limiting Iran’s
nuclear capabilities. Lauder said: “We
are still looking forward to getting all
the details of this agreement, with the
hope that the verification process will
allow inspectors to determine Iran’s true
aims.”
The WJC president said: “So far, this
agreement is just a piece of paper. It is
not a legally binding treaty, and there is
no reason to trust Iran over its implementation.
Tehran has a long history of misleading the world. Last Friday’s government-sponsored ‘Quds Day’ rallies, in
which the masses again shouted ‘Death
to America’ and ‘Death to Israel,’ are a
good example of why we shouldn’t be
overly optimistic.”
While Lauder expressed appreciation at the intense efforts by the P5+1
group of nations over many months to

reach a deal checking Iran’s nuclear ambitions, he remained deeply skeptical
that the agreement’s restrictions would
ultimately prevent Iran from developing
nuclear weapons.
“Iran has in the past failed over and
over again to live up to its treaty obligations. It has maintained secret military
sites. I fear we may have entered into
an agreement that revives the Iranian
economy but won’t stop this regime
from developing nuclear arms in the
long term, which would have disastrous
consequences for the entire region and
the world,” said Lauder. “As the famous
proverb goes, ‘The road to hell is often
paved with good intentions.’
“Let’s hope that this agreement will
be worth the paper it is written on; and
let’s hope that Iran will finally comply.
For that to happen, it will be critical that
the international community remains
prepared to reinstate sanctions immediately should Tehran fail to honor any of
its commitments under the agreement,”
said Lauder.

Simon Wiesenthal Center

Fear that Iran deal could be another ‘Munich’
“The
Simon
Wiesenthal
Center is deeply worried by
today’s
announced deal
with Iran that
confirms Iran
as a threshold
nuclear power
that will end
economic sanctions against the Mullahocracy,” said Rabbis Marvin Hier and
Abraham Cooper, Dean and Founder
and Associate Dean of the leading Jewish Human Rights NGO.
“It is not the first time in history that
Western leaders would be fooled by
tyrants. Seventy-five years ago, British
Prime Minster Chamberlain thought he
understood Hitler and declared ‘peace
in our time.’ Shortly thereafter, Hitler
plunged the world into the catastrophic
World War II.”
“Since 1979, no Iranian leader has
changed his mind or actions about Israel, about the U.S., or about human
rights. It is the height of folly and naiveté to believe that the Iranian regime

Iran nuclear deal serious cause for concern;
Congress should reject the deal if vital
benchmarks have been pulled back
The just-announced deal on Iran’s
nuclear program has not erased the
deep concern we have about Iran’s true
intentions for its nuclear program.
It is impossible to look at Iran’s track
record in so many areas and not be skeptical about Iran adhering to the terms of
the deal. In the days leading up to the
agreement, on “al-Quds Day,” government inspired crowds called for “death
to America,” and U.S. and Israeli flags
were burned across the country.
The fact that verification has been a
sticking point throughout this process
is highly revealing. We fear that inspectors will never get managed, unfettered
or spontaneous access, because Iran has
consistently rejected this point all along.
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According to the terms of the deal,
the arms embargo is being lifted in
five years, but the arms race will begin
sooner than that, as other countries will
begin stockpiling weapons. Sanctions
that are being lifted now will never be
reinstated, because it was too difficult
to get full coalition approval the first
time around. Apparently, even some of
the terrorism sanctions will be lifted because they will be classified as nuclear
instead of non-nuclear.
All the basic components of Iran’s
nuclear infrastructure will now be allowed to solidify with the international
community’s blessing.
At no point during the past nearly
two years of negotiations has Iran lessened its support for terrorist organizations, its hegemonistic goals in the

Persian Gulf and the Middle East, or its
continued abuse of human rights.
The P5+1 (United States plus China,
France, Russia, the United Kingdom and
Germany) worked hard during this time
to secure a deal. But perhaps the hopeful
quest for a breakthrough overshadowed
Iran’s long record of deception and denial
about its nuclear program. Tehran’s history underscores the likelihood that Iran
will cheat again under this new deal.
Congress needs to ask tough questions about inspections, plutonium enrichment and sanctions relief, including
Iran’s demand to immediately begin acquiring conventional weapons. If upon
inspecting the details, Congress discovers the agreement proves unsatisfactory
on crucial issues, then Congress should
reject the deal.
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will change its stripes in the next decade. No one denies that this agreement
will allow Iran, in ten years, to produce
nuclear weapons in a matter of weeks.”
“We note that Israelis across the
full political spectrum — from Prime
Minister Netanyahu to opposition
leader Isaac Herzog — are united in
denouncing an agreement that confers legitimacy on the world’s greatest
terrorist state that has declared the destruction of the Jewish State as “nonnegotiable”. In addition, the end of
sanctions will free up billions of dollars to a regime already deeply funding terrorist and military proxies that
threaten not only Israel, but also Saudi
Arabia, the United Arab Emirates and
the entire region.
We fear that this agreement will also
spur a new nuclear arms race in that unstable and volatile region.“
The Simon Wiesenthal Center will
rely on a tenacious Congressional review of this unsigned 159-page document and, if the fears that this is a dangerous deal are confirmed, that our
elected senators and representatives,
will vote against it.”
NEW YORK— In response to the announced
nuclear accord, ACWJ
Chairman Jack Rosen
issued the following statement:
“While we appreciate the diplomatic
efforts made by President Obama, Secretary of State John Kerry and the negotiating team, we remain concerned
about the threat of a nuclear Iran in the
relatively near future, and its undiminished capacity to support violence in the
region. The specific terms of the deal
must be scrutinized closely to ensure
it is enforceable and can accomplish
President Obama’s stated goal of blocking every pathway for Iran to acquire
nuclear weapons.
“The American people expect the
United States Congress to engage in a
robust, thorough review of this deal,
and to provide its own assessment regarding the agreement’s impact on the
security of the United States, its regional
allies and the entire world.”
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Commentary
Ultimate goal: no nuclear
weapons for Iran

Iran nuclear deal a catastrophe
The Zionist Organization of America is
deeply horrified, but not surprised, by
the truly terrible nuclear agreement that
has been signed by the P5 +1 nations and
the radical Islamic Iranian regime. This
agreement will provide nuclear weapons
and hundreds of billions of dollars to
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, the Hitler of the
Mideast, and to Iran, the Nazi Germany
of the Middle East.
The ZOA National President Morton
A. Klein has issued the following statement:
“The nuclear agreement concluded
in Vienna is quite simply a catastrophe
and a nightmare. It leaves the world
standing at an abyss. ...
“Everything in the past two years
has pointed to precisely such a deal,
which leaves Iran with its nuclear weapons program and infrastructure intact,
while additionally shredding the international sanctions upon Tehran. The
deal infuses the Iranian economy with
billions of dollars through the unfreezing of assets and sanctions relief. Further, this deal will terminate personal
sanctions against senior Iranian military commanders who have been sanctioned for their responsibility in the
murder hundreds of Americans in Iraq.
“From the point of view of American
security, this deal makes no sense. Today, it is estimated that Iran could become a nuclear break-out state in three
months.
“Two years ago, the Iranian economy was collapsing under the weight of
sanctions. President Obama could have
intensified pressure and international
resolve to compel Iran to relinquish its
nuclear program. ... Instead, he preemptively relieved the pressure on Iran by
easing sanctions which enabled Iran to
withstand every demand. As a result, we
now stand on the precipice of an era of
nuclear terror.
“This agreement contradicts every
substantive assurance President Obama
and his administration gave on stopping
Iran from becoming a nuclear power.
President Obama dropped the demands that Iran dismantle its thousands
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of centrifuges, ... shutter its plutonium
facility at Arak ... and its underground
nuclear facility at Fordow.
President Obama dropped the demand that Iran accept free, unfettered,
and unannounced inspections of all of
its nuclear facilities ... that Iran fully
account for the military dimensions
of its past clandestine nuclear research
and development programs. ... and that
non-nuclear sanctions imposed on Iran
for its role in international terrorism
and abuses of human rights would remain firmly in place.
Instead, he has redefined all sanctions on Iran as being essentially nuclear-related in order to lift them. Not
only that, but it appears now that arms
embargoes on Iran will be lifted within
five years. ...
“As a result of this extraordinary chain
of appeasement, the nuclear deal signed
in Vienna will deliver the path to nuclear
weapons to Iran. Worse, it is illusory that
sanctions can be ‘snapped back’ if Iran
violates the agreement. The U.S. will not
make that determination — instead, a
committee that includes Iran will. Can
one imagine Russia or China, which stand
to gain huge economic advantages from
the easing of sanctions, agreeing to reimpose sanctions? ...
“This deal was struck at the very
same time Iran’s Ayatollah Ali Khamenei and President Hasan Rouhani have
been leading rallies calling for death to
America and Israel. Indeed, billboards
all over Iran proclaim ‘Death to America.’ Iranian television regularly broadcasts simulations of nuclear attacks on
Israel and strikes upon U.S. carriers in
the region. ...
“How remarkable that President
Obama has consistently ignored repeated Iranian statements about destroying
the U.S. and Israel — while fixating on
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s entirely realistic statement
that a Palestinian state cannot be established under prevailing conditions.”

______________________

Editor’s note: This statement from ZOA
has been abridged to fit available space. The
complete text can be found at the ZOA website: zoa.org/2015/07/10290216-zoa-irannuclear-deal-is-a-catastrophe/

The Jewish Council for Public Affairs
released the following statement this
morning regarding President Obama’s
announcement of a new agreement
between the United States, the United
Kingdom, Germany, France, China,
Russia (P5 + 1) and Iran on Iran’s nuclear program:
The threat of Iran obtaining nuclear
weapons is a matter of the gravest concern and utmost urgency to the world.
Now, with the completion of the accord
between the P5 + 1 countries and Iran,
the JCPA believes it is critical that the
world stay focused on the ultimate goal:
preventing Iran from acquiring nuclear
weapons.
We recognize the hard work the President Obama, Secretary of State Kerry,
and Under Secretary of State Sherman
have put into crafting this agreement.
At the same time, we have cause to be
wary. Iran has continually violated the
human rights of its people, funded terrorist organizations, threatened annihilation of Israel, worked to destabilize

neighboring countries in the region,
supported Holocaust denial, and created a covert nuclear weapons program.
It is not a country that has earned our
trust. Consequently, we welcome debate on the merits of the agreement and
close scrutiny by Congress. The 60-day
Congressional review window opens
a critical period to examine the agreement and ensure that it has the rigorous
inspection and compliance components
that are necessary.
The United States, the European
Union, the United Nations – particularly the permanent members of
the U.N. Security Council – and the
broader community of nations must
each work to provide the necessary
resources, structures, and capabilities
that are required to ensure Iran’s full
compliance with an agreement. The
diplomatic and economic pressures applied by these bodies in coalition were
successful in bringing Iran to the table
to negotiate. The same concerted effort
must be used to ensure that Iran will
never be allowed to possess nuclear
weapons.

Mercy Health offers SlimDown classes
YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio (July 13,
2015) – Mercy Health Youngstown, formerly Humility of Mary Health Partners,
will offer SlimDown, a six-week weightmanagement program, beginning Aug.
20 at St. Elizabeth Youngstown Hospital, 1044 Belmont Ave.
SlimDown teaches participants to
manage their weight by making lifestyle
changes with regard to food, physical
activity and behavior.
Classes run from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m.
every Thursday through Sept. 24.
The cost for first-time participants is
$40. The cost for individuals who have
taken the class before is $20. Mercy
Health employees are free. Parking is
also free.
Registration is required: Visit www.
mercy.com/Youngstown. Scroll down
and click on calendar date (Aug. 20).
Click on “Register Now!” For informa-
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tion, call 330-480-2223.
Mercy Health Youngstown, formerly
Humility of Mary Health Partners, is
an integrated health system in the Mahoning Valley, which encompasses the
Youngstown/Warren metropolitan area
– Mahoning, Trumbull and Columbiana counties in Ohio. It is part of Mercy
Health, which is headquartered in Cincinnati and is the largest health system
in Ohio.
Mercy Health Youngstown provides
a full spectrum of health care services
– acute inpatient and trauma, outpatient and ambulatory, rehabilitation,
behavioral, emergency and urgent care,
primary care physicians in patient-centered medical homes, specialist physician care, home health, home medical
equipment, long-term care and hospice
care, as well as Mercy Health Foundation Mahoning Valley.
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Union for Reform Judaism

Reform Jewish Movement responds to proposed nuclear agreement with Iran
This morning, after extensive negotiations
conducted under
intense international scrutiny,
P5+1 negotiators, led by Secretary of State John Kerry, announced
that they have reached an agreement
with Iran over that country’s nuclear
program. We in the Reform Jewish
Movement remain committed to our
belief that the United States and its allies must do all that is possible to prevent a nuclear-armed Iran, as well as to
protect and enhance U.S. security and
the security of our allies—particularly
Israel—and promote stability in the entire Middle East.
We deeply appreciate the intense efforts of the multinational negotiators,
especially the U.S. administration, for

having worked so hard to try to come
to a diplomatic resolution with Iran on
containment of its nuclear program. As
the U.S. Congress, other world leaders,
and the American public, including the
Jewish community, evaluate the details
of the proposed agreement, we recognize that thoughtful people can and do
hold strongly different opinions as to
whether this agreement is the best obtainable result in securing our shared
goals and upholding the ideal that solutions should be found through the negotiating process rather than a military
confrontation.
During the last several months,
leaders of our Reform Movement have
consulted with experts and heard from
advocates who both oppose and favor
the framework outlined in March by the
P5 +1 and Iran. We have conferred with
our fellow Jewish organizations and met
privately with the White House, the

Secretary of State, and representatives
of the State of Israel. Right now, we are
continuing our ongoing dialogue with
the U.S. administration, key members
of Congress, Prime Minister Netanyahu, and other prominent Israeli leaders including leaders of the opposition.
One helpful touchstone for our analysis
of this agreement is the Washington
Institute for Near East Policy’s Public
Statement on U.S. Policy Toward the
Iran Nuclear Negotiations, which was
endorsed by a panel of bipartisan diplomats and calls for a five-point program
ensuring that Iran will not become a
nuclear threshold state.
In the coming days and weeks, we
will go back to our trusted experts and
continue to consult with our constituencies to better understand the consequences of this proposed agreement.
We urge all committed parties to take
similar, carefully considered approaches

before rushing to conclusions.
As the Congress moves forward, we
will share our opinion on the viability of
this agreement to achieve our goals: that
the final agreement will put the optimal
standard for restraints on Iran, preventing a nuclear-armed Iran, protecting the
security of the United States, Israel and
our allies around the world.
Central Conference of American
Rabbis
Rabbi Denise L. Eger, President
Rabbi Steve Fox, CEO
Religious Action Center of Reform
Judaism:
Rabbi Jonah Dov Pesner, Director
Jennifer Kaufman, Chair,
Commission on Social Action of Reform Judaism
Union for Reform Judaism
Rabbi Rick Jacobs, President, and
Steve Sacks, Chair of the Board

National Jewish Democratic Council

Jewish Democrats call for thoughtful review of Iran agreement
Washington,
D.C. – The United States and the
P5+1 nations announced today
that they have come to an agreement
with Iran to prevent it from obtaining
nuclear weapons. The National Jewish Democratic Council called for a
thoughtful and thorough review of the
agreement, while praising the admin-

istration for its efforts throughout the
process.
While many have quickly jumped
to conclusions on whether today’s announced agreement with Iran is a “good
deal” or a “bad deal,” we call on all organizations and members of Congress to
take partisan politics completely out of
this situation. To determine whether or
not this deal is what we need and want
it to be, we call on the entire community

to take the necessary time to read and
review the details of the agreement.
The pro-Israel cause is hurt when the
world’s only Jewish state is, once again,
used as a partisan wedge issue. This is
not about scoring partisan points, it’s
about what’s best for the national security interests of the United States, including protecting the safety and security of our vital ally, Israel.
Throughout this process, President

Obama and Secretary of State John Kerry have been working to find a peaceful path to preventing a nuclear armed
Iran. An Iran with nuclear weapons is
an unacceptable outcome that would be
disastrous for our nation, our people,
and the stability of the Middle East and
the entire world. We remain fully supportive of the diplomatic process and
committed to ensuring that Iran does
not acquire nuclear weapons.

Congress should reject Iran deal - not in U.S. national security interest
Washington, DC (July 13, 2015) Today, the Republican Jewish Coalition
released the following statement from
RJC Executive Director Matt Brooks
about the announced agreed framework for a nuclear deal with Iran:
“This deal meets zero of the criteria
for a good deal — it is not enforceable,
verifiable, or in America’s national security interest. Unless Congress stops it,
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the world will be less safe as the United
States will remove sanctions on Iran,
and in return, Iran will still pursue nuclear weapons.
The Republican Jewish Coalition
calls on all members of Congress to reject this deal.
If it passes, it will mark a low point
for American foreign relations and
worldwide security. Several of the issues

not included in this deal — inspections anytime, anywhere, adequate
and timely disclosure of Iran’s nuclear history, renouncing terrorism
and the maintenance of the ballistic missile and conventional weapons
bans — keep this from being a workable
agreement.
Iran cannot be trusted and their
word means little without resolving
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these issues.
It is amazing how far President
Obama has moved from his original
position that Iran must dismantle its
nuclear weapons program. The President is making a huge mistake.”

AUGUST 2015

Commentary
Ameinu encouraged by
deal on nuclear issues
TIP says bad deal enriches tyrannical regime
Today’s announcement of this nuclear agreement with Iran is a realization
of the deepest fears and the most dire
predictions of skeptics who have, for
two years, been warning against exactly
this outcome — a bad deal that both enriches this tyrannical regime and fails to
strip Iran of nuclear weapons capability.
The deal will give Iran billions in cash
and sanctions relief to fuel its terror
and war machines, shred the hard-won
sanctions regime beyond repair, and enable the Iranians to get away with hiding
the full extent of their nuclear work, infrastructure, and know-how. It will not
have an enforceable inspections regime
or a workable way to re-impose pressure
on Iran when it cheats.
And then, after just over a decade,
most of this deal will expire, and Iran
will be allowed to have a full-blown
nuclear program– a screw’s turn away
from a nuclear weapon.
It is important to ask: if a 3-month
nuclear breakout by Iran is a problem
today, why are we giving the Mullah’s
in Tehran hundreds of billions of dollars, all so Iran will have a zero break
out time, according to President Obama
himself, in just over ten years?
Iran’s repressive regime needs economic relief far more than we need an
agreement by these terms. Prior to this
round of talks in September 2013, Iran
was six-months from a balance of payments crisis and total economic calamity. Rather than leveraging that pressure
to stop Iran and dismantle its program,
President Obama relieved it premature-
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ly in order to secure an agreement that
will midwife an era of nuclear terror and
tyranny, at the expense of freedom, human rights, and American national security.
At the beginning of these talks,
President Obama promised Congress
and the American people that he would
secure a good deal or walk away. He
couldn’t bring home a good deal and
he couldn’t bring himself to walk away.
Instead, he walked away from every
key position demanding the shuttering
or dismantlement of Iran’s military nuclear infrastructure — including their
fortified enrichment bunker, buried
under a mountain, on a military base,
where Iran will be permitted to continue enriching and developing its ability
to spin faster and more advanced centrifuges.
To believe this is a good deal, you
have to trust Iran. The American people, and their lawmakers, rightly, do not.
Over the next 60 days, Congress will
review this accord, acknowledge that
the President has, unfortunately, not
lived up to the promises that he made,
and instead delivered a deal that will
make America, our children, and the
world less safe.
The American people deserve better.
Our negotiators can do better. Congress
must insist on it, and reject this bad deal.
This deal doesn’t stop Iran’s path to a
bomb: it paves it.
That’s why TIP will continue its
work, day and night, to inform press,
policymakers, and the public about the
dangers of this bad deal.

Ameinu, the largest grassroots progre ssive Zionist organization in North
America, applauds the finalization of an
agreement between the United States
and its P5+1 international partners and
Iran — The Joint Comprehensive Plan
of Action (JCPOA). “President Obama,
Secretary of State Kerry and the other
international partners have shown great
tenacity and perseverance in the negotiations and have created a detailed
plan to limit Iran’s nuclear program,
prevent Iran from obtaining nuclear
weapons, and focus on the crucial issue
of verification,” declared Kenneth Bob,
Ameinu’s president.
Gideon Aronoff, Ameinu’s CEO continued, “While the details of the plan
will receive careful review by the United
States Congress, Ameinu believes that
the JCPOA must not be undermined
through comparisons to a “better” but
unobtainable ideal such as complete
elimination of all Iranian nuclear capabilities. Review based on the reality
of the negotiations and the necessity of
holding the international coalition together is crucial.

Likewise, this deal addresses only
the potential paths to nuclear weapons
for Iran, and benefits in this area should
not be lost because of continuing valid
concerns in other areas of Iran’s actions
in the international arena. Some in Congress, as well as the Israeli government,
have in the past used partisan and overly
heated rhetoric instead of measured assessment based on security experts, a
practice that is divisive and counterproductive.”
Bob concluded, “While we are
pleased that the nuclear issue has
been addressed in this deal, we remain
greatly concerned by Iranian support
for terrorist groups like Hezbollah and
its actions in Syria, Iraq, Yemen and
elsewhere. Ameinu calls on the United
States, as well as the other P5+1 governments – UK, France, Russia, China, Germany and the EU – to remain
united in seeing that the nuclear deal
is honestly implemented, and focused
on developing long-term strategies to
counter Iranian adventurism in the region, support for terror and threats to
Israel and other states.”

‘Lovers of Justice’ walk for ALS
Sunday morning, August 23 is the
annual Youngstown Walk to Defeat
ALS, sponsored by the Northeast Ohio
Chapter’s ALS Association, to be held
this year at Eastwood Field in Niles.
Phyllis Oresky invites members of
the community to walk with Ohev Tzedek’s team, the “Lovers of Justice.” Registration is online www.alsa.org or at
the walk at 9:30 a.m.
Individuals may sign up to walk with
the “Lovers of Justice” or to contribute
to this worthwhile cause. For more information, please feel free to call Mrs.
Oresky at (301) 661-4285 or the Ohev
Tzedek office.
The Ohev Tzedek team is committed
to raising money to support people in
our community with ALS and to spread
awareness of the urgency to find treatment and a cure.
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Often referred to as Lou Gehrig’s
Disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
(ALS) is a progressive, fatal neuromuscular disease that slowly robs the body
of its ability to walk, speak, swallow and
breathe. The life expectancy of an ALS
patient averages two to five years from
the time of diagnosis.
Every 90 minutes a person in this
country is diagnosed with ALS, and every 90 minutes another person will lose
his or her battle with this disease. ALS
occurs throughout the world with no racial, ethnic, or socioeconomic boundaries.
This crippling disease can strike anyone. Presently there is no known cause of
the disease yet it still costs loved ones an
average of $200,000 a year to provide the
care ALS patients need. Help make a difference and donate or join a walk today.
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Tri-County Hadassah (contined from page 10)

Lion of Judah program
investigates new
anti-Semitism
Campaign Co-chairs Sam Shapiro
and Jeff Simon and Endowment Chair,
Bruce Sherman, have announced that
the Lion of Judah and Lion of Judah
Endowment program will be held at 5
p.m. on Thursday, Aug. 27, at the home
of Bonnie and Lee Burdman.
This year’s program, “Exploring the
New Anti-Semitism in Europe and at
Home,” will feature award-winning
filmmaker Martin Himel, who has
worked his way into notorious antiSemitic and anti-Zionist cells exposing
hatred on camera. His films have been
broadcast on CNN, PBS and NBC, as
well as on major Canadian and European networks.
At the Lion of Judah event, the Israeli
Cultural Institute of Budapest, Hungary,
will also present videos of contemporary accounts of anti-Semitism.
The theme of the 2015 Annual Campaign is “Carrying our Legacy into the
Future.” Anti-Semitism is more rampant today than a generation ago. The
campaign co-chairs say, “Our campaign
dollars are used to educate about tolerance and protect victims of hate crimes.
This is an aspect of the Federation’s
mission that is important to the Jewish

community.”
They add, “The
Youngstown Area
Jewish Federation is honored to
have the long-time support of its Lions
of Judah. Inspired and guided by our
tradition of tzedakah (righteousness/
charity) and tikkun olam (repairing the
world).
“Our Lions are dedicated to the continuity, connectivity and thriving future
of the regional community, the greater
North American communities, Israel
and the Jewish People. The future of the
Jewish community depends upon the
strength of these endeavors.”
A Lion of Judah is a woman who
makes an annual gift of $5,000 or more
to the campaign. A Lion of Judah Endowment is a woman who endows and
perpetuates her campaign gift.
This year, spouses or significant others are invited to this noteworthy event.
Invitations will be mailed. For more information about how to become a Lion
of Judah or about the program, please
contact Deborah L. Grinstein, Esq., endowment director, at 330.746-3250x175
or at dlgrinstein@jewishyoungstown.org
THE STRENGTH OF A PEOPLE. THE POWER OF COMMUNITY.

Israel Bonds names new Ohio representative
Michael Holub recently became
a registered representative for Israel
Bonds with responsibilities for northern Ohio. Holub has a professional
history in non profit management and
development, including Case Western
Reserve University, United Way of the
National Capital Area, The Israel Project, and the Jewish Federation of New
Orleans. A resident of South Euclid, he
earned his Bachelor of Arts at the University of Miami and Master of Science
in Social Administration at Case Western Reserve University.
Holub is an active volunteer with
many organizations, serving as a board
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member of the Cleveland Hillel Foundation, Temple Emanu El Brotherhood,
and the Career Transition Center.
Alan Gottlieb, Cleveland Israel
Bonds General Chairman, said, “Michael brings with him a love of Israel
and a dedication to the Jewish community. I am delighted he will be representing our important mission of providing
much needed investment funds for Israel, enabling the development of all aspects of Israel’s economy, including infrastructure and development projects.”
Holub and his wife, Toby, have been
married for six years. Their child, Jordan, is a first grader at Agnon School.

strides at Hadassah Hospital.
Tri-County Hadassah’s immediate
past chapter President, Hope Bard, was
honored at the luncheon for her many
years of service. Mrs. Bard was responsible for researching and explaining new
rules and requirements affecting the local chapter from National Hadassah.
She worked on the annual Rummage
Sale until it was discontinued in 2013.
She attended the international Hadassah convention in 2012 in Israel, and
she was always an inspiring and passionate leader.
In addition, local businesswoman
and creative chef, Joan Schwebel, demonstrated cooking techniques and prepared the delicious luncheon that was
served. She gave each guest a cookbook
so that the foods she served could be
prepared at home.
Hadassah, the Women’s Zionist Organization of America is a volunteer
organization that inspires a passion for
and commitment to its partnership with
Israel, the land and its people. Furthermore, it enhances the health of people
worldwide through its support of medical care and research at the Hadassah
Medical Organization in Jerusalem. The
organization is 103 years old. The co-

presidents of our local Hadassah chapter are Andrea Duval and Louise Shultz.
The Tri-County chapter recently
hosted fundraising a jewelry sale with
Premier Jewelry Laurel Chevlen chaired
this event which was held at the JCC. In
addition, it was a sponsor of Woman’s
Heart Day with Mercy Care and several other local organizations in May
at the Covelli Center. Dr. Nancy Wagner was the chairman and coordinator
for the Tri-County Hadassah presentation which provided informational brochures and included a video “Every Beat
Counts” to educate women on heart
health during this free health and wellness extravaganza.
On July 1, Hadassah began its free
annual membership gifting campaign
which continues through December
31. Current life members and associates
may give free gifts of Hadassah annual
membership to women over the age
of 17. For further information on this
new campaign please check the website: www.hadassah.org/belong or call
1-800-664-5646. For more information
about our local chapter and its activities please email your interest to Laurel Chevlen (lchevlen@yahoo.com) or
Marilyn Oyer (mrsrpa2@aol.com).

Maltz kosher hot dog challenge (contined from page 8)
Yossi Marozov.
Food prices are a la carte: $2 for a
hotdog, $1 for chips, soda, water or
popsicles. In addition to creative cookout cuisine on the grounds of the Museum, visitors have the opportunity meet
and get an autograph from the retired
left-handed Cincinnati Reds pitcher
and Cleveland native Moe Savransky.
Throughout the day they can also take a
swing in an outdoor batting cage.
With the exception of food, the event
is free and open to the public. While it
does not include admission to Chasing
Dreams, the Maltz Museum is offering
free admission that day for anyone under 18. “The low-cost hotdogs, free outdoor activities and free admission for
kids makes this a very family-friendly
afternoon,” says Kaplan.
The Kosher Hotdog Cookout Challenge is in memory of Earl Lefkovitz,
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who, along with Tom Sudow, first introduced a rabbinically-supervised Kosher hotdog stand to the home of the
Cleveland Indians. The event is generously supported by The Kosher Hotdog
Cookout Challenge is in memory of Earl
Lefkovitz, who, along with Tom Sudow,
first introduced a rabbinically-supervised Kosher hotdog stand to the home
of the Cleveland Indians. The event
is generously supported by American
Greetings, Bertman Ball Park Mustard,
Boris Kosher Meats, Hermann’s Pickles,
Marc’s Stores, Orlando Baking Company, Pierre’s Ice Cream, Schwebel Baking
Co., Stars of Jacobs, Tibor Kosher Meats
and Unger’s Kosher Bakery & Food. The
Friendship Circle team and Rabbi Yossi
Marozov will do the kosher grilling.
For more information on this rain or
shine event, follow @maltzmuseum on
Twitter or visit maltzmuseum.org
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In Memoriam
Judith Gross
YOUNGSTOWN – Judith Gross
died Thursday, July 9 in the peace and
comfort of her home.
Judith was born May 22, 1922, in
Youngstown, the daughter of Abraham and Anna Margolis Funk.
She was a 1940 graduate of Woodrow Wilson High School. She earned
a diploma from the Youngstown College Business School. She received a
two-year Elective Course diploma
from Ohio University in Athens,
Ohio, where she was elected to the
Alpha Lambda Delta Honorary Society. She graduated summa cum laude
with a B.A. degree from Youngstown
State University with a 4.0 GPA.
On Aug. 31, 1947, Judith married
Arnold Gross, who died in March 1986.
She was a Girl Scout leader of her
two eldest daughters’ troops. For a
short time, she volunteered at Heritage Manor. She was also a volunteer
of the Russian Resettlement Committee. She was a member of Hadassah, The Butler Institute of American
Art, and the Mahoning Valley Historical Society.
Judith was affiliated with Congregation Rodef Sholom, where she
taught Sunday school for many years
and volunteered in many capacities
to serve the Temple. She was also a
member of the El Emeth Temple. She

Eugene “Gene” Gordon
belonged to the sisterhoods of both
synagogues.
In addition to her parents and
husband, she was preceded in death
in 1987 by her brother, Herman
Funk, her sole sibling.
Judith is survived by her children,
Ann Roque of Las Vegas, Attorney
Mary Jo Gross and Janet Gross, both
of Denver, and Michael (Mary) Gross
of Durham, N.C. She is also survived
by her special cousins, Neil Yutkin
and Sherri and Gary Clayman, all of
Youngstown; and her three grandchildren, Nicholas Roque and Sydney
and Aaron Gross.
Visitation with the family took
place at Congregation Rodef Sholom,
followed by a memorial service at
In memory of Judith Gross, the
family asks that donations be made
to The Commission for Jewish Education, with a note directing that
the donation is intended for the Judith Gross Sunday School Scholarship Fund (also indicate this on
the check’s memo line). Donations
should be mailed to Commission for
Jewish Education, 505 Gypsy Lane,
Youngstown, OH 44504, Attention:
Sunday School Director.
Arrangements were handled by
the Shriver-Allison-Courtley-WellerKing Funeral Home in Youngstown.

Irving J. Perlin
Irving J. Perlin, 86, died Thursday,
June 25, 2015, at Trumbull Memorial
Hospital.
He was born on May 2, 1929 in
Warren, OH, the son of the late Benjamin and Ida Weiner Perlin. He
graduated from Warren G. Harding
High School in June 1947. He was a
former member of Beth Israel Temple Center, Warren and Temple El
Emeth, Youngstown.
Irving was the owner of Famous
Brands and P&W Furniture in Warren.
He was an avid dog lover.
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Memories of Irving will be carried on by sons Jordan A. (Jill) Perlin of Bridgewater, NJ and Bruce S.
(Sharon) Perlin and granddaughters
Heather and Jessica Perlin of Las Vegas, NV and companion, Mary Dillon of Warren. He is also survived
by nieces Terry Scher (Jeffrey) Young
and Lori Scher (Eric) Hart, and
nephew Robert (Janine) Scher, all of
Cleveland, OH.
He was preceded in death by his
wives Lois Wasserman Perlin and
Renna Perlin: and sister Shirley Perlin Scher.

Eugene “Gene Gordon, 91, of
Warren died Friday morning July 10
at Heritage Manor in Youngstown.
He was born July 23, 1923, in
Warren, the son of the late Samuel
and Bella Narotsky Gordon. He had
been a lifetime Warren-area resident.
Gene served in the U. S. Army
Air Corps as a staff sergeant during
World War II. He was the owner of
Sam Gordon Trucking Company until 1972. He then became involved in
the warehouse and trucking business
and served as general manager, starting in 1980, of Allstate Public Warehouse in Youngstown.
Gene was an active member of
Beth Israel Temple in Warren and
served on the Chevra Kadisha. He
was a member of B’nai B’rith.
Gene was a big sports fan and enjoy playing fast pitch softball and golf
until knee surgery cut his sports career short. He was an avid supporter
of the Cleveland Browns, Cavs, and
Indians. He also enjoyed working in

the yard and keeping his lawn looking like a well manicured golf course
Gene is survived by two sons,
Darrell Gordon of Niles and Stacey
(Natasha) Gordon of Franklin, TN;
and three grandchildren: Everhett
“Rhett,” Memphis, and Sutton.
His wife of more than 63 years,
Gertrude Katzman Gordon, whom
he married Oct. 31, 1944, preceded
him in death on March 22, 2008.
One brother, Sherman, and one sister
Molly Grossman also preceded him
and death
Cremation has taken place and
memorial services were held Friday, July 17, at Lane Family Funeral
Home Roberts-Clark Chapel in Warren, with Rabbi Franklin Muller officiating.
Material contributions may be
made to Heritage Manor 517 Gypsy
Lane, Youngstown OH 44504. Online condolences may be made to the
family and the obituary viewed at
www.robertsclarkchapel.com

Theodore Bikel
(JTA) Theodore Bikel, an actor
and folk singer who was recognized
in 1997 with a Lifetime Achievement
Award from the National Foundation
for Jewish Culture, has died at 91.
Bikel, who won fame playing Tevye in “Fiddler on the Roof,” doing
more performances of the role than
any other actor, died Tuesday morning of natural causes at the UCLA
Medical Center in Los Angeles, according to the Hollywood Reporter.
Born in Vienna, Bikel fled Austria at age 13 with his family after the
1938 Nazi Anschluss. The family settled in prestate Palestine, and in 1946
Bikel went to London to study at the
Royal Academy of Dramatics Arts.
Habimah Theater in Tel Aviv in 1943,
and the next year he co-founded the
city’s Cameri Theater, which went on
to become one of Israel’s foremost
“legit houses.” (“Tevye the Milkman”
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was based on the same source material as “Fiddler on the Roof,” in which
Bikel would later star repeatedly.)
In his autobiography he addresses
the key moral dilemma of his life: He
did not return to Israel to fight in the
1948 War of Independence after departing to seek stage work: “A few of
my contemporaries regarded what I
did as a character flaw, if not a downright act of desertion. In me, there
remains a small, still voice, that asks
whether I can ever fully acquit myself
in my own mind.”
Along with his arts work, Bikel
was active in many left-wing causes,
from the civil rights movement to the
anti-apartheid movement in South
Africa to the Soviet Jewry movement to progressive Zionism and the
Democratic Party. He was a longtime
board member of the American Jewish Congress.
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Jewish Community Center
Adult Programming
Darlene’s Destinations

For more information about adult programming
contact: Darlene Muller 330-746-3250 Ext. 106 Or
Dmuller@Jccyoungstown.org.

Chautauqua Institute
Join us during the lazy days of summer on a wonderful ride to the beautiful Chautauqua Institute, where
we will spend the day. Our speaker for the day, Roger
Cohen, is a columnist for the New York Times and
the International New York Times and has worked as
a foreign correspondent for numerous publications.
Cohen has earned particular respect for his columns
on the Middle East, Israeli-Palestinian relations, Iran,
the Arab spring, American politics, and the crisis in
the European Union. Trip includes transportation,
gate pass for the day and tip for the bus driver. Meals
are on your own.
Date: Monday, August 10
Leave JCC: 7:30 a.m.
Return: 9:00 p.m.
Minimum: 24 Maximum: 48
$50/Member $60/Non-member
The Book of Mormon
The New York Times calls it “the best musical of this
century.” The Washington Post says, “it is the kind
of evening that restores your faith in musicals.” And
Entertainment Weekly says, “Grade A the funniest
musical of all time.” Jon stewart of the “Daily Show”
calls it “a crowning achievement. So good it makes
me angry.” It’s The Book of Mormon, the Tony awardwinning best musical from the creators of “South
Park.” Contains explicit language. Orchestra seat,
transportation and tip are included. Dinner on your
own.
Date: Wednesday, August 26
Location: Cleveland, OH
Leave JCC: 5:30 p.m.
Return: 11 p.m.
$96/Member $106/Non-member
Jersey Boys
Are Back!
How did four
blue collar
kids become
one of the
greatest successes in
pop music
history? Find
out at Jersey
Boys, the
Tony awardwinning best musical of 2006 that takes you up the
charts, across the country and behind the music of
Frankie Valli and the Four Seasons. Discover the
secret of a 40-year friendship: four blue-collar kids
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working their way from the streets of Newark to the
heights of stardom. Experience electrifying performances of the golden greats that took these guys all
the way to the rock and roll hall of fame: “Sherry,”
“Big Girls Don’t Cry,” “Can’t Take My Eyes Off You,”
and more. Price includes orchestra seat, tip and transportation. Dinner is on your own.
Date: Sunday, September 27
Location: Pittsburgh, PA
Leave JCC: 11:00 a.m.
Return: 7:00 p.m.
$90/Member $100/Non-member

Jewish Chicago
Join us on a fun-filled trip to Chicago to explore
Jewish culture in the city. We’ll visit Millennium
Park, The Holocaust Museum, the Botanic Garden
and much more!
Dates: October 11-14
Contact Darlene Muller for more information.

Youth Programming
For more on Youth Programming contact: Emily
Collins 330-746-3250 Ext. 152 or
Ecollins@Jccyoungstown.org
Camp JCC is in full swing and the kids are having a
blast. Circus of the Kids was a huge success and the
group put on an impressive performance. After just
a few days of practice, the campers performed in a
full-fledged circus complete with juggling, trapeze,
trick bicycle riding and much more!
We’re planning many fun and educational programs
in the Youth Department this fall. Emily Collins, our
Youth Programming Coordinator is hard at work creating a fun-filled schedule beginning in September.
We’ll have details in our fall Program Guide and we
look forward to seeing you at the JCC.

Liz Rubino Studios at the JCC
For more information on the Studio offerings contact: Liz Rubino 330-746-3250 ext. 187 or
lrubino@jccyoungstown.org
Lrs Youth Performance
Broadway & Beyond Concert
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Join the youth of the Liz Rubino Studios as they
present their 9th annual concert featuring music
from Broadway to pop, country to classical, singersongwriter’s and more! Also, enjoy a “mini” performance by junior voice students ages 5-9!
Date: Saturday, Aug. 15
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Location: Multi-Purpose Room
Suggested Donation: $10
Drama Therapy (Ages 5-Adult)
Drama therapy is an active, experiential approach
to facilitating change. Through storytelling, projective play, purposeful improvisation and performance
and participants are invited to rehearse desired behaviors, practice being in relationship, expand and
find flexibility between life roles and perform the
change they wish to be and see in the world.
55-minute sessions
$55/Member $65/Non Member
Jr. Voice Lessons (Ages 5-8)
Introduction to voice for youth taught by LRS teaching apprentices who have been with the studio for a
number of years. Liz Rubino is available for an additional fee upon request.
30-minute sessions
$20/Member $30/Non Member

Fitness
For more information on Fitness and Personal Training contact: Keith Harry 330-746-3250 ext. 182 or
kharry@jccyoungstown.org.

An important reminder for members!
Some exciting renovation projects are underway
at the JCC. You’ll notice many positive changes
this month.
Installation of a new women’s hot tub
New Cardio Equipment in the Fitness Center
Cleaning and upgrading our indoor pool
Bathroom and hallway renovation
Some areas of the building will be closed during
the renovation process.
Women’s Locker Room
Closed Monday, Aug. 3 for approximately 3 weeks
Fitness Center
Closed Sunday, Aug. 9, noon
Open Wednesday, Aug. 12, 5:30 a.m.
Pool
Closed Monday, August 17 for approximately 3
weeks.
During the pool closure, members have free, unlimited use of the pool at Logan Swim & Tennis Club!
Get Fit Fast! Personal Training at the JCC
If you want to tone your body, increase endurance,
improve coordination and balance as well as look
and feel better, personal training at the jcc is perfect
for you! Our nationally certified personal trainers
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will develop a personalized fitness routine based
upon individual fitness levels and goals. We offer 30
minute, 45 minute and 60 minute sessions. For pricing or to schedule your session contact: Keith Harry,
fitness team leader.

Youth Personal Training (Ages 8-13)
• A package of three, 30-minute personal training
sessions, $66/Member
• Upper body, lower body, cardio, and abdominal
training specific
• Proper gym etiquette and fitness center behavior
emphasized
• At the conclusion of the three sessions, attendees
will receive a special name tag which will allow
them to use the center and its offerings with adult
supervision if between the ages of 8 and 13.

Group Exercise
Drums Alive
A brain body program that includes good health and
wellness. You will combine the rhythm of the drums
with the passion of movement as you drum to the
beat. This class is a great cardio workout and wonderful for relieving stress. Most important, it is fun!
Date: Mon & Wed
Time: 12:05-12:55 p.m.
Date: Wed
Time: 6:30 p.m.
The Drums Alive class has captured the attention of
many age brackets. We have expanded our Drums
Alive Classes to the children’s Summer Camp and
they really enjoy it. Each time we have class the
children talk about all the fun they had, and can’t
wait until the next class. It is a true joy to watch
these kids have so much fun!

Aquatics
For more information on aquatics contact: Marco
DiTommaso 330-746-3250 ext. 112 or
Aquatics@Jccyoungstown.org

You & Me Baby (6-36 Months)
A four-week class where parents assist their children in the water. Children will learn how to float
on their backs and stomachs and will improve their
motor skills. Swim pants or swim diapers are required!
Date: Saturdays
Time: 9:30 -10:00 a.m.
$15/Member $30/Non-member

Dolphins (3-5 Years)
Children are taught basic swimming skills, pool
safety tips and water games. These classes run
monthly, and space is limited.
Day: Saturdays
Time: 10:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
$15/Member $30/ Non-member
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Swim Team
The JCC is excited to begin its own swim team! There will be a parents’ meeting Sept. 3 at 5:35 p.m. Parents wishing to register their children must attend meeting. Practices will start Sept. 16. Please contact
Head Coach Caroline McDermott (caroline@piranhaaquatics.com or 330-548-SWIM) for information and
registration.
Recreational Groups
Discovery 1

Choose ONE of the following practice times:

Tuesday 5:30 - 6:30 p.m.
Thursday 5:30 - 6:30 p.m.

$80/session*

Discovery 2

TWO practice times:

Tuesday 5:30-6:30 p.m.
Thursday 5:30-6:30 p.m.

$160/session*

Competitive Group
Discovery 3

Must attend ALL practice
times:

Tuesday 5:30-6:30 p.m.
Thursday 5:30-6:30 p.m.
Friday 5 - 6 p.m.

1 payment of $646** or
2 payments of $333** or
6 payments of $120**

*Groups consist of 4, 7-week sessions
**Competitive team participants must also pay a $50 team registration fee and a $59 USA swimming
registration fee

Sharks (6-12 Years)
Children are taught basic swimming skills and pool
safety tips while becoming self-reliant in the water.
These classes run monthly, and space is limited.
Days: Tuesday/Thursday
Time: 6:30 p.m. – 7:30 p.m.
$35/Member $50/ Non-member
Private Swim Lessons
Private swim lessons provide the greatest flexibility
and one-on-one attention for swimmers of any age.
Private lessons are perfect for the beginner all the way
to the experienced swimmer looking to improve their
skills in an individualized setting.
1:1 Student/teacher ratio
5 lessons @ 30 minutes
$65/Member $85/Non-member
5 Lessons @ 60 Minutes
$110/Member $130/Non-member

Coming in September
P.A.L.S. – People with Autism Who Love to Swim
The JCC is proud to offer swim lessons that are specially geared towards those with autism. In July,
our instructors underwent advanced training and
begin offering lessons in August. Thanks to a grant
from The Thomases Family Endowment, scholarship opportunities will be available. Those wishing
to enroll in the JCC P.A.L.S. program can contact
Aquatics Team Leader, Marco DiTommaso aquatics@jccyoungstown.org for program information
and enrollment.

CDC
The Best of the Best!
Our award winning Child Development Center at
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the JCC provides a secure, fun environment that allows children of all backgrounds to reach their full
potential. We seek to nourish a child’s natural curiosity and excitement while allowing each child to
develop at his/her own pace. You can be confident
that we will provide all the loving, enriching attention you want for your child.
The CDC at the JCC is a Step up to Quality Star 4
rated facility, the highest quality rating available.
Step Up To Quality recognizes early care and education programs that exceed quality benchmarks
over and above Ohio’s licensing standards.

Infant/Toddler Program
We offer individual lesson plans geared to each
child’s development.
Flexible schedules that allow each child to flow
through the day at their own pace.
Library visits and Music class are included as part of
our curriculum.
On My Own Program
Individual lesson plans geared to each child’s development. Small group time that helps the children
gain skills related to later preschool success.
Gymsters, music class and library visits and cooking
are all part of the regular curriculum.
Preschool Program
Individual lesson plans geared to each child’s development.
Gymsters, music class, library visits and swim lessons by a certified Red Cross Instructor and cooking
are all part of the regular curriculum.
School Age Program
We offer swimming, gym, outdoor play, cooking,
technology time, and fun experiments to liven up
their day!
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Circus of the Kids at Camp JCC

Triple trapeze aerialists – Loukia Davis-Keramidas, Josie DeBellis,
Manmeer Gill, Lorena Kennedy, and Liam Roberts

Globe trotters – Raquel Allison, Luke DeJoseph, Izabella Krekus,
Lyndon Nelson, Bryce Pinter, and Sonia Pitts

Without a doubt, the children who
participated in the JCC’s “Circus of the
Kids” last month put on the greatest
show on earth before a packed crowd in
the J’s gym.
Showing off their newly developed
skills, courage, and stage presence, participants included—
Ring mistress and double trapeze dynamo – Lily Weiss
Spectacular skaters – Raquel Allison,
Francesca Cassese, and Ivy Rawl
Jocular jugglers – Esther Lamb,
Bryce Pinter, and Liam Roberts
Terrific trampoline team – Bryce Allison, Loukia Davis-Keramidas, Sam
DeJoseph, Gurmeer Gill, Arthur Lamb,
Astrid Moran, Finn O’Hara, and Violet
Rawl
Super cyclists Bryce Allison, Arthur
Lamb, Esther Lamb, Vincenzo LaProcina, Astrid Moran, and Violet Rawl
Teeterboard tumblers – Sam DeJoseph and Gurmeer Gill
Human jump rope – Lorena Kennedy
Fabulous funambulists – Lucian DeBellis, Tres Hively, Simone Pitts, and
Thomas Rawl.
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Rodef Sholom

Destinations: Chautauqua
Rodef Sholom plans a busy August Darlene’s
When Darlene Muller takes a bus come in for a service, and we get a nice
Evelyn Solomon • Unveiling
Friday, Aug. 7
Tod Cemetery
3:30 p.m.

Shabbat Service and
Plaque Dedication
To Honor the Memory of
Evelyn Solomon
Tamarkin Chapel
6 p.m.

Stitch Group
The group will meet at Levy Gardens
on Mondays from 3 p.m. – 5 p.m. from
Aug. 10 to Oct. 19.
Participants will be making walker
bags and items for Akron Children’s
and Hope Cancer Centers. Sewers, quilters, knitters, and crocheters of all ages
and levels of experience are welcome.
Tell your friends! Donations of sewing,
quilting, knitting, or crocheting materials, or a sewing machine may be brought
to Levy Gardens in care of Ronna Marlin.

Shabbat Service & Pot Luck
Dinner in Wick Park
Aug. 14, 6 p.m.
Will include Rabbi Muller’s Blessing
of the Animals.
Speaker: Kayley Frost, Volunteer
Coordinator, from the Animal Welfare
League.
Contact Kandy Rawl regarding the
potluck dinner. Dinner items are requested based on first letter of last name,
as follows: A-D, salads; E-H, desserts;
I-M, side dishes; N-Z, entrees.
For more information or contact the
Temple office.

grant family create Russ and Daughters, a lox and herring emporium that
survives and thrives. This documentary features an extensive interview with
two of the original daughters for whom
the store was named. The filmmakers
bring together six colorful longtime
fans of the store, in their 80s and 90s,
who sit around a table of fish reading
the script in the style of a Passover
Seder.
R.S.V.P. by Friday, Aug. 21, 4 p.m.

Rodef Sholom Speaker Series
with transportation provided by
“Jewish Youngstown on Wheels”
Friday, Aug. 28, 6 p.m.

Jeanne Fibus and Annie Hendricks
will discuss their recent trip to Eastern
Europe
All are cordially invited to attend.
An abbreviated Shabbat service and a
light supper sponsored by the Berkowitz Lecture Series Fund will precede the
presentation.
There is no cost for the supper, but an
R.S.V.P. is required by Friday, Aug. 21,
at 4 p.m. by calling the Temple office at
(330) 744-5001.
Jewish Youngstown On Wheels will
provide transportation for all Jewish seniors, retirees, and the homebound or
anyone in the community who needs
a ride to and from the Temple for this
event. There is no cost for the transportation but a reservation is required by
calling the Temple office no later than
Friday, Aug. 21, at 4 p.m.

New High Holiday prayerbooks
available for purchase
Congregation Rodef Sholom has
purchased 350 copies of the new
Rodef Sholom Brotherhood
High Holiday prayerbook published
Sunday, Aug. 23
by the Central Conference of AmeriScrappers Game
can Rabbis, Mishkan HaNefesh.
Eastwood Field, Niles, OH
This two-volume set is available
Picnic at 2:30 p.m.
for purchase to honor or memorialGame at 4:05 p.m.
ize loved ones, family and friends.
Call the temple office for ticket infor- The price is $36.00 per set. Bookmation and payment deadline.
plates with the names you wish to
honor or remember will be made
Movie Night at Rodef Sholom
in-house and affixed to each book.
Tuesday, Aug. 25, 7 p.m.
The new prayer books will be used
“The Sturgeon Queens”
this fall for Rosh Hashanah and Yom
Four generations of a Jewish immi- Kippur.
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load of people to the Chautauqua Institute in NY, on Monday, Aug. 10, to hear
New York Times Roger Cohen New York
Times, many may not know that there
has been a flourishing Jewish community there since 1960.
Originally, the Chautauqua Institute was affiliated with the Methodist
Church, but some time after the institute was founded, the Jewish community was welcomed, and today, services are
held in the Hurlbut Memorial Methodist Church. According to Burt Zucker,
a member of the Jewish congregation’s
board, Hurlbut even graciously covers
the cross with a tapestry.
Mr. Zucker says, “Lots of people

mixture of people both familiar and unfamiliar.” He adds, “There’s always a nice
contingent from Youngstown — some
who have summer homes here, and others who are just visiting.”
Sometimes the congregation may
have up to 250 people at a Friday night
service. Although the congregation is
“basically reform,” explains Mr. Zucker.
“On Saturday mornings, we’re more traditional, with congregants wearing tallitot and kippot, and a longer service.”
He says the group gives honors to
anyone who wants to participate, and
there’s a waiting list of rabbis who would
like to lead services.
(Continued on page 22)

Let us help you make this New Year extra sweet.
Dodi Li BBG’s Annual Rosh Hashanah Basket Sale
Basket includes apples, honey, challah, wine, candles, cinnamon
sticks, and a special recipe card.
Cost: $25 per basket.
Pick-up at the Jewish Community Center
on Friday, Sept. 11 from 10 a.m. – 2 p.m.
All money raised will support our local B’nai B’rith Girls Chapter, Dodi
Li BBG #69, and involvement in regional BBYO events.
Please fill out the order form below and return by Friday, August 28.
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
Name: ___________________________ Phone:___________________
Email (for pickup/delivery reminder)______________________________
Number of baskets____ Total cost$______ Additional donation?_________
Is this a gift? Yes___ No.___ If “yes,” gift card to read_____________
______________________________________________________
Delivery needed? Yes___ No.___ If “yes,” delivery address_____________
______________________________________________________
Make checks payable to Dodi Li BBG and mail to
Jewish Community Center
Attention: Emily Collins
505 Gypsy Lane, Youngstown OH 44505
For more information, contact Emily Collins at 330
746-3251
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Florine Rusnak (cont’d from page 4) Chautauqua (cont’d from page 21)
Youngstown Jewish community is encyclopedic. She says in more recent years,
Jews from around the country who have
familial ties to Ohev Tzedek seek help as
they explore their genealogy. “It’s very
rewarding if I can help them,” she explains. “I might even have known the
person they were searching for. I would
drop everything to help — especially
families that I knew.”
While today’s Jewish community is
different from that of 50 years ago, Florine says she it’s “amazing the amount
of money our Federation raises and the
breadth of services that are offered.”
She says, “Despite the diminishing
size of a community that’s not attracting
more young people, we have four viable
synagogues offering weekly services, experienced religious leaders, dedicated
lay leaders, a Jewish Community Center, school, and home for the aged.”
Florine points to other changes over
the years. She was the first woman to
have an aliyah at Ohev Tzedek. And after using a typewriter for decades, she
never believed she’d have a computer on
her desk.

But Chautauqua’s Jewish life is not
limited to religious services.
During the nine-week Chautauqua
season, the Everett Jewish Life Center
sponsors a wide variety of programs
including a Jewish film series, lectures,
brown-bag lunches — that might feature a topical discussion or an opportunity for Yiddish conversation.
Members of the Youngstown Jewish community who would like to join
the trip to Chautauqua may call the JCC
Bursar’s Office to see if any places remain.
The bus leaves the JCC at 7:30 a.m., returning at 9 p.m. The cost is $50 for a JCC
member and $60 for a non-member.

ASSISTED LIVING
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Israel Tennis Centers plans August exhibition in Youngstown at YCC
speak the language.
This essential program will be expanded to other centers in the coming
year to give more youth the advantage
that English provides in a global economy.
Through its social impact programs,
a wide range of children are served, including youth at risk, immigrants and
children with special needs, from autism and ADHD to Down Syndrome,
as well as those with developmental and
physical disabilities.
Tennis also has the unparalleled ability to bring together children from different religions in coexistence programs,
promoting understanding, cooperation
and friendship on and off the court.

The Israeli players include Loui, a
10-year-old Arab child who lives in Beit
Safafa outside of Jerusalem. When Loui
was just six, he was invited to participate
in the ITC’s Coexistence Program at
the Ben B. and Joyce E. Eisenberg Tennis Center in Jerusalem, an event that
changed his life.
Since then, young Loui has become
part of the ITC’s High Performance
group. He has also joined the ITC’s National Team, travelling to Ramat Hasharon to practice and meet new friends
from all over Israel.
For more information or to attend
this exhibition, contact ITC Development Director Yoni Yair at 954-4806333 or yyair@israeltenniscenters.org.

MSJS Registration Form for 2015-16
A diverse team of Israeli players and coaches will be flying to the United States to meet
members of the Youngstown community who are interested in learning more about the
Israel Tennis Centers.
The Israel Tennis Centers Foundation announced final plans for a major
fundraising push in key ITC markets
during August. This includes a special
exhibition at The Youngstown Country
Club in Youngstown on Monday, Aug.
24.
Locally, the event is being chaired by
Amy and Bob Hendricks. The host commiitte includes Terri and Steven Anderson, Sabrina and Sam Shapiro, Stephanie and Tom Shapiro, Kim and Jeff Simon, and Kelly and Bruce Tamarkin
“Thinking back to the tumultuous
events of summer 2014 in Israel, we
are grateful for the relative calm currently being experienced throughout
the country,” said Jacqueline Glodstein,
vice president/global development.
“However, that does not mean for one
second we can let our guard down or
feel complacent about the needs of
those Israeli children who continue to
look for the support of the ITC to learn
life skills and remain on track to succeed in life.”
In fact, according to the very latest
study just released by the Taub Center
and published in the Jerusalem Post, the
plight of Israeli families remains as critical as ever due to —
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• Escalating food prices.
• A healthcare system in serious
disarray as a result of many Israelis having to pay out of their own
pockets vs. private insurance coverage
• Dwindling resources among selected groups of Israelis due to skyrocketing housing costs.
The net effect is a growing number
of households with serious difficulties
covering their monthly expenses. This
has impacted the children of these families, thousands of whom depend on the
ITC to provide programs and other key
social services. That is why donor support remains so vital to insure that these
children can continue to come to our
centers to get the help they need.
The ITC uses tennis as a tool to improve the lives of disadvantaged Israeli
children of all backgrounds, providing
them with essential life skills and values
that will allow them to achieve to the
best of their abilities.
Just this year, the ITC – Ofakim
launched an English language conversation pilot program that enables underprivileged youth to receive tennis
instruction in English on court, creating
natural opportunities for the children to

Please return your registration form to the school as soon as possible (even
if you can’t send in a deposit now). Teachers need to purchase materials and
plan for class size. Thank you.
Mail this form to the Commission for Jewish Education, 505 Gypsy Lane,
Youngstown OH 44504
Family name_____________________________Mother’s name_____________
Father’s name________________
Address: Street________________________________
City_____________________ State____Zip________
E-Mail: ________________________

Phone: _______________

Synagogue Affiliation: _____________Phone for cancellations: ___________
Fees: $400 for Sunday only (Grades: K-2: 8-10)
$425 for Sunday and Tuesday (grades: 3-7).
Note: $20 Sibling discount is applied to the fees of all families who have two
or more children enrolled, starting from the second child.
Please list ALL children who will attend MSJS:
Student’s name

Birth Date

Grade

Sunday

Tuesday

Fees

Total: $_________
I am enclosing a check for the amount of $____________ for the 2015-16
school year, payable to the Commission for Jewish Education. (If not paid in
full, the balance must be paid monthly.
Parent Signature: _______________________________Date: ______________
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Here it is August, and
the High Holidays are
just aroun the corner.

What better way to wish
your friends and family
a Happy New Year than
in the September — Rosh
Hashanah — issue of The
Jewish Journal?
Take the opportunity
with the form below to
extend your greetings to
everyone you know in
the community and help
support the Journal as
well.
Please return the completed form with your
payment by August 15.

One-inch greeting — $15

Heal expertly.
Two-inch greeting — $25

Add color — $3

Choose from the following messages:
a. Best Wishes for a Happy and
Healthy New Year
b. L’Shanah Tova
c. Happy New Year
d. New Year’s Greetings from [Name]
e. Wishing You a New Year of Health,
Happiness, and Peace
f. [Name] Wish Family and Friends a
Happy New Year
g. Write your own greeting (below).

Order your greeting with this form
Print name(s) as they should appear in your greeting: ______________________
_____________________________________________________________________
Greeting size:  1”

 2”  Add color Circle greeting choice: a b c d e f

For “g,” Write your own greeting here __________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Address _____________________________________________________________
City ___________________ State_____Zip_________Phone _________________
Pre-payment is required by check or credit card.

Amount $______

This is what we were meant to do. At Mercy Health, we are joined in
our Mission. To give selflessly, listen patiently, care purposefully and heal
expertly. Together we bring state-of-the-art technology, and experts in

Checks should be made payable to the Jewish Journal.

over 100 specialties to 23 hospitals, and more than 450 locations across

Name as it appears on credit card _____________________________________

Ohio and Kentucky. We were not meant to be idle—we were meant to

Card #______________________________ Visa

serve. To find out more, visit mercy.com

 Master Card  Discover

Expiration date:____________
Your signature (required) __________________________________________

A Catholic healthcare ministry serving Ohio and Kentucky
Cincinnati | Irvine | Lima | Lorain | Paducah | Springfield | Toledo | Youngstown

Please return the completed form with your payment to The Jewish Journal,
505 Gypsy Lane, Youngstown OH 44504. Thank you.
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